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Coined discrete-time quantum walks are studied using simple deterministic dynamical systems as
coins whose classical limit can range from being integrable to chaotic. It is shown that a Loschmidt
echo like fidelity plays a central role and when the coin is chaotic this is approximately the char-
acteristic function of a classical random walker. Thus the classical binomial distribution arises as
a limit of the quantum walk and the walker exhibits diffusive growth before eventually becoming
ballistic. The coin-walker entanglement growth is shown to be logarithmic in time as in the case of
many-body localization and coupled kicked rotors, and saturates to a value that depends on the rel-
ative coin and walker space dimensions. In a coin dominated scenario, the chaos can thermalize the
quantum walk to typical random states such that the entanglement saturates at the Haar averaged
Page value, unlike in a walker dominated case when atypical states seem to be produced.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the current era of “noisy intermediate-scale quan-
tum” (NISQ) technologies [1] the quest for quantum
supremacy is heating up [2], although a general purpose
quantum computer which outperforms a state-of-the-art
supercomputer remains an, apparently, distant goal. The
most significant challenge is to minimize environment ef-
fects in order to harness the possible “quantum advan-
tages”. Apart from such external noise, decoherence-like
effects can take place when part of the system is non-
integrable or chaotic. We consider this question in the
context of quantum walks which is considered as one of
the platforms for doing universal quantum computation
[3, 4] and quantum search algorithms [5, 6].
The discrete-time coined quantum walk [7, 8], a quan-
tum version of the classical random walker paradigm of
diffusion is also relevant to quantum transport, and many
other fields of physics [9–13]. However, compared to the
classical counterpart the coin in the case of the quantum
walk is reversible and unitary and leads to the coher-
ent superpositions that ultimately leads to the quantum
advantage of ballistic growth. It is also typically a two-
state system that reflects the binary choices on a coin.
Being devoid of random elements it is referred to sim-
ply as “quantum walks”. The classical random walker is
obtained by the following drastic modifications: (i) mea-
surement of the discrete quantum walk at each time step
or (ii) the use of multiple independent coins, one at each
time step, or (iii) by the explicit presence of decoherence
that destroys quantum effects. It has also been shown
that as long as only one coin is used, however large the
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coin’s internal space may be, asymptotically the quantum
walk is ballistic [14].
This leaves open the possibility that there are deter-
ministic, reversible, unitary coins, such that there is diffu-
sive classical growth for some time that gives way eventu-
ally to a quantum ballistic growth due to the dominance
of quantum effects. This is in accordance with standard
classical-quantum correspondences of dynamical systems
and allows for deterministic chaos to play the role of the
stochastic coin in the classical random walk.
Previous work on such walks includes a numerical
study of quantum chaotic walks and its interpretation
as the quantization of a classical transport model on a
lattice [15], while chaotic environments of a binary coin
have been considered in [16, 17], which are effectively
identical models. In [17] transport properties were stud-
ied and reviewed including an analytical demonstration
of a diffusive growth till the Heisenberg time of the coin
∼M , where M is the coin dimension.
Going beyond the second moment of the walker, for
the case of quantum chaotic walks, we show analyti-
cally the emergence of the ubiquitous Gaussian walker
distribution and hence normal diffusion by exploiting a
somewhat surprising connection to the phenomenon of
Loschmidt echo: the decay of fidelity upon forward and
backward evolutions under slightly different Hamiltoni-
ans, a well-known diagnostic of quantum chaos and a
measure of hypersensitivity of the dynamics. Using the
Fermi-golden rule regime of a Loschmidt echo calculation
of the coin dynamics, wherein the walker’s conserved mo-
menta play the role of parameter variation in forward and
backward time evolutions, we see the classical diffusive
regime emerge. To reiterate, this happens in the absence
of measurement, decoherence or multiple coins.
We study coin-walker entanglement which grows as
∼ log(√t) with a coefficient that is weakly changing with
time, before saturating for finite lattices. The satura-
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Figure 1. Phase-space orbits of the kicked Harper map in Eq. (8) for τ = 1 and three representative values of g. For g = .01 the
dynamics is near integrable, while for g = 0.05 the dynamics is mixed with both chaotic and regular orbits, while for g = 0.4
there are no visible stable islands indicating full chaos. In the first two cases, 100 random initial conditions have been iterated
a 1000 times, while in the last case only one random initial condition has been iterated 105 times.
tion value indicates thermalization if the walker or coin
entropies approach the so-called Page value of random
bipartite states. This is a thermalization in the sense
that the combined walker-coin state is as if it were cho-
sen from a uniform distribution of pure states, the Haar
measure. This happens when the dimension of the coin
dominates or is comparable to the walker space, in which
case the quantum chaos of the coin pervades the walker
space leading to eventual thermalization such that the
entanglement saturates at the Haar average value, the
Page value. In the walker dominated case the entangle-
ment is smaller than the Page value, indicating some sort
of localization and is reflected in the density of the spec-
tra of the reduced density matrices not thermalizing to
the Marchenko-Pastur law. Even-odd lattice size effects
have dramatic consequences, as this saturation value is
over the full rank of the coin space or half of it, depend-
ing on if the lattice is bipartite or not. It is also pointed
out that this is seen most transparently in a path-integral
form of the quantum walk.
II. SETTING OF THE QUANTUM CHAOTIC
WALK
A. The quantum walk and translational symmetry
The quantum walk discussed here is on a N node cyclic
graph that is simply a linear lattice with periodic bound-
ary conditions and is defined at any discrete time step by
the unitary operator
U = (PR ⊗ U + PL ⊗ U†)(UC ⊗ 1N ), (1)
where UC is a coin toss operator in dimension M . Thus
the quantum walk space is the tensor product MN di-
mensional space. The projection operators PR and PL
on the coin space are orthogonal and complementary:
PR + PL = 1M and U is the position translation oper-
ator which shifts the walker from one lattice site to the
adjacent one, namely U|n〉 = |n+ 1〉 [8]. The coin’s bias
can be set by trPR/M = 1 − trPL/M , and the walker
transits to the left or right depending on the coin state’s
overlap with these projectors. In the following, we con-
sider an unbiased walk and operate in a basis in which
the projectors are diagonal: PL =
∑M/2−1
α=0 |α〉〈α| and
PR =
∑M−1
α=M/2 |α〉〈α|, and we assume that M is an even
integer. Note that in this case we can consider the coin
space to be the tensor product of a qubit and a M/2
dimensional subsystem, and the projectors PR and PL
correspond to |1〉〈1| ⊗ IM/2 and |0〉〈0| ⊗ IM/2, hence the
model may also be thought of as the walker with a two
dimensional coin that is interacting with a larger system,
a point of view adopted in [16].
The operator U can be block diagonalized in the mo-
mentum basis of the walker in which U is diagonal:
U|k˜〉 = e−2piik/N |k˜〉, and 〈n|k˜〉 = e−2piikn/N/√N . It fol-
lows that U = ⊕N−1k=0 Uk, where
Uk = (e
−2piik/NPR + e
2piik/NPL)UC , (2)
or more explicitly the matrix elements 〈α|Uk|β〉
=
{
exp
(
2piik
N
) 〈α|UC |β〉 ; 0 ≤ α < M2
exp
(
−2piik
N
) 〈α|UC |β〉 ; M2 ≤ α < M. (3)
Consider the initial state |ψ(t = 0)〉 = |0〉C |0〉W ,
where |0〉C is the zero momentum state in the coin space
and |0〉W is the walker starting from the 0 lattice site.
The state of the whole system after a time t is then,
|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
U tk |0〉C |k˜〉, (4)
with the pure-state density matrix ρ(t) = |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|.
The coin state is the reduced density matrix,
ρC(t) = trW (ρ(t)) =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
U tk |0〉C 〈0|U−tk , (5)
which is explicitly in the Kraus-Sudarshan decomposed
form of a quantum operation or channel [18, 19]. It im-
plies that the coin state is decohered from the initial pure
3state as if it passes through a channel with the Kraus or
noise operators {U tk/
√
N, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1}.
The walker state is the reduced density matrix,
ρW (t) =
1
N
N−1∑
k,l=0
〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 |k˜〉〈l˜|, (6)
an N × N matrix with elements, [ρW (t)]kl =
1
N 〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉. We have dropped the coin and walker
subscripts from the states and unless explicitly specified
|0〉 will refer to the zero momentum initial state of the
coin. The walker reduced density matrix in the site or po-
sition basis |n〉 is obtained by appropriate Fourier trans-
forms:
〈n| ρW (t) |n′〉 = 1
N2
∑
k,l
〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 exp
[
2pii(n′l − nk)
N
]
.
(7)
Consider for UC a unitary operator with a well de-
fined classical limit which has an integrable to chaotic
transition as a function of a parameter. We study the
change in the quantum walk based on this parameter to
understand the effects when the coin achieves the “deter-
ministic” randomness limit from an integrable one.
B. The classical quantum Harper map as a coin
While earlier studies in [16, 17] used the quantum
baker’s map which lacks such a parameter and is known
to have non-generic features, we choose the Harper map,
whose classical limit is
qt+1 = qt − τ sin(2pipt)
pt+1 = pt + τg sin(2piqt+1)
(8)
and (q, p) is on a unit torus and hence modulo-1 operation
is assumed. This two-parameter area-preserving map is
the Floquet map of the time-periodic Hamiltonian
H = cos(2pip) + g cos(2piq)
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(2pit/τ − n) (9)
connecting states just after consecutive kicks. We choose
to change g, keeping the time scale τ = 1. When g =
0 the dynamics conserves momentum and is integrable,
while for g 6= 0 it is non-integrable, and for g ≥ 0.05,
the dynamics of the system is largely chaotic and some
phase space portraits are shown in Fig.(1). Our choice of
the Harper map over the baker is that the baker is fully
chaotic and has special quantal features, while the Harper
is capable of showing a range of dynamics from integrable
through mixed to fully chaotic and its quantization has
generic features.
The quantization of the kicked Harper model is given
by the Floquet operator
UC = exp
[
−i τ g
h
cos(2piqˆ)
]
exp
[
−i τ
h
cos(2pipˆ)
]
. (10)
Due to the unit torus classical phase space, the value of
the scaled Planck constant is h = 1/M , where M is an
integer and is the dimensionality of the coin space. There
is a lattice of momentum and position states with values
given by multiples of h. Thus in the momentum basis,
with 0 ≤ m,m′ ≤M − 1, UC is
〈m|UC(g)|m′〉 = 1
M
exp
[
−iτM cos
(
2pim′
M
)] M−1∑
k=0
exp
[
−iτgM cos
(
2pik
M
)]
e[2piik(m
′−m)/M]. (11)
Turning our attention to the dynamical properties of
the walker, the probability of finding the walker at site
n after a time t, p(n, t), obtained by tracing out the coin
is shown in Fig. (2a) for the case when the walker starts
at the lattice origin |n = 0〉 and the coin state is the zero
momentum state |m = 0〉. For large coin dimensionality,
the probability distribution during a time t < tc ∼ M
approaches the normal distribution when g = 0.4 where
as for g = 0.01 it shows significant deviations. This indi-
cates that when the coin is quantum chaotic the walker
approaches the limit of a classical random walker whereas
for the integrable coin the walker still behaves quantally.
The above quantum to classical nature of the walker is
also illustrated by studying the growth of variance, for
the integrable coin the growth of the variance is ballistic
with 〈n2〉 ∼ t2 where as for the chaotic coin the growth
of variance is approximately diffusive being ∼ t, as seen
in Fig. (2b). At long times the growth must be ballistic
irrespective of the nature of the coin [14], and indeed we
see in Fig, (2c) a transition to a ballistic growth char-
acteristic of quantum walks such as the Hadamard walk
even for the quantum chaotic case.
III. RANDOM COIN AND UNIVERSAL
BEHAVIOR OF QUANTUM CHAOTIC WALK
As for large g we expect the dynamics to be chaotic,
the coin unitary UC can be usefully replaced with a ran-
dom unitary picked from the Circular unitary ensemble
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Figure 2. Quantum walk with near-integrable (g = 0.01) and chaotic Harper (g = 0.4) coins. (a) Probability distribution
of the walker at t = 40, shows that it approaches the well-known Gaussian distribution when the coin is chaotic, while the
near-integrable case resembles a Hadamard coin. (b) Variance of the walker as a function of time, indicates the transition from
ballistic to diffusive growth of the walker when the parameter g changes from the near-integrable to the fully chaotic coin,
here N = 101 and M = 64. (c) The walker variance (for the case of g = 0.4, N = 401, and M = 40) shows a transition from
diffusive to ballistic growth at sufficiently long time scales. Inset shows the long-time behavior and saturation of the variance
due to the finite lattice size.
(CUE), which samples the unitary group uniformly. Re-
sults not presented here confirms that the probability
distribution and the growth of variance of the walker po-
sition and indeed the results are identical to the one ob-
served for the case of the chaotic regime of the kicked
Harper coin using the same initial conditions.
A. A path-integral formalism and odd-even effect
For the initial state |0〉C |0〉W the probability distribu-
tion of the walker follows from Eq. (7) as (see also [16]),
p(n, t) = tr[|n〉〈n|ρW (t)]
=
1
N2
N−1∑
k,l=0
〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 exp
[
2pii(l − k)n
N
]
.
(12)
There is an exact symmetry present in Eq. (12) that for
an even number of sites N this restricts the walker to
the even sublattice consisting of n = 0, 2, · · · for even
times t and the odd sublattice at odd times. This is
clear in the classical random walk with the start at the
origin and a certainty of transiting to one of the nearest
neighbours. This is inherited by the quantum walker at
all times. To see this, use Eq. (2) and define u1 = PRUc
and u−1 = PLUc, and σj = ±1. Observe that
U tk =
∑
{σj=±1}
e
−2piik
N
∑t
j=1
σjuσ1 · · ·uσt . (13)
The double sum in Eq. (12) can be carried out exactly
to get
p(n, t) = 〈0(n, t)|0(n, t)〉, where
|0(n, t)〉 =
∑
∑
t
j=1
σj−n=0modN
uσt · · ·uσ1 |0〉. (14)
Thus the probability amplitude is obtained as a sum over
all possible classical paths connecting the origin and site
n in a time t, and is a path integral version of the walker
probability. Path integrals seem to have been applied
to quantum walks earlier, for example [20–23]. Now, if
there are r (+1) and t− r (−1) in a given binary string
of length t, then 2r − t− n = 0modN , If the number of
sites, N , is even, the time t and lattice site n must have
the same parity, else p(n, t) = 0. The walk alternates
between the even and odd sublattices. However, if N is
an odd number 2r − t − n could be either even or odd
and hence all sites can be occupied. This is true for the
classical walker as well and we note that this is completely
independent of the dynamical nature of the coin, or its
symmetries. We will point to the dramatic consequence
of this for the walker-coin entanglement.
B. Fidelity and the walker probability
Returning to the Eq. (12) for p(n, t) we note that the
term 〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 for k 6= l resembles the fidelity used
in the Loschmidt Echo which measures the sensitivity of
quantum evolution to perturbations in the Hamiltonian
[24]. Here the Loschmidt echo is a natural consequence
of the evolutions under two different conserved momenta
sectors. Using Eq. (2) and the fact that PR and PL are
orthonormal projectors we get
U−1l Uk = U
−1
k+∆Uk
=exp
(
2pii∆
N
)
U−1C PRUC + exp
(−2pii∆
N
)
U−1C PLUC
≡V∆(0),
(15)
as the Floquet “perturbation operator”, equivalent to the
modified part of the Hamiltonian in the Loschmidt echo,
and with ∆/N = (l−k)/N as the strength of the pertur-
5bation. Iterating forward to higher order in time yields,
U−tl U
t
k = V∆(t− 1)V∆(t− 2) · · ·V∆(0), (16)
where V∆(t) = U
−t
k V∆(0)U
t
k is the time evolved pertur-
bation operator.
However for the case of a random or chaotic coin ma-
trix, there is nothing special about the initial coin state
being |0〉 and hence we argue that
〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 = 〈0|V∆(t− 1) · · ·V∆(0) |0〉 ≈
1
M
ξ(t),
(17)
where ξ(t) = Tr[V∆(t− 1) · · ·V∆(0)]. Ignoring correla-
tions between different powers of time t in U tk, we treat
them as independent CUE realizations. This allows us to
average over say the highest power of Uk that appear in
ξ(t) as if U t−1k was itself a random matrix independent of
any others that appear in the expression. Naturally this
is an approximation and yields
ξ(t) ≈ Tr
[
UCUEV∆(0)U
†
CUEV∆(t− 2) · · ·V∆(0)
]UCUE
.
(18)
We will use a basis in which V (0) is diagonal and the fact
from random matrix theory [25] that
Un′mU∗lm
CUE
=
1
M
δn′l (19)
to get an approximate and very simple map that is im-
mediately solved with ξ(0) =M (from Eq. (17)):
ξ(t) ≈ cos
(
2pi∆
N
)
ξ(t− 1) =M cost
(
2pi∆
N
)
, (20)
and hence for t ≥ 0
〈0|U−tl U tk |0〉 ≈ cost
(
2pi∆
N
)
≈ exp
(
−2pi
2∆2t
N2
)
, (21)
where the last expression is obtained in the small per-
turbation limit ∆ ≪ N . This simple derivation based
on approximations as made above yields an exponential
decay of the fidelity with a rate that is proportional to
the square of the perturbation. This is known to occur
for small perturbation strengths from the general the-
ory of the Loschmidt echo as the “Fermi-golden-rule”
regime [24, 26]. There is an intricate set of time scales for
the Loschmidt echo, including an interesting Lyapunov
regime, wherein the decay rate is the classical Lyapunov
exponent. A detailed treatment taking into account the
effect on the walk from the different decay regimes of
the “echo” is out of the scope of this paper. While our
derivation is independent of the literature on the echo,
the Fermi-golden-rule regime is sufficient to reveal the
classical random walker limit. In Fig. (3) we demonstrate
the validity of the derived exponential decay.
C. Emergence of the classical binomial and normal
distributions
Using Eq. (12) and the approximation to the fidelity
in Eq. (20), the probability distribution of the walker is
p(n, t) =
1
N2
N−1∑
k,l=0
cost
[
2pi
N
(k − l)
]
e2pii(k−l)n/N (22)
Expanding cost θ in the binomial expansion (eiθ +
e−iθ)t/2t the double sum can be written as the “abso-
lute magnitude squared” of a single one and this results
in
p(n, t) =
1
2tN2
t∑
r=0
(
t
r
) ∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
k=0
e−2piik(2r−t−n)/N
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
2t
t∑
r=0
(
t
r
)
δ[(2r − t− n)modN, 0].
(23)
If t < N , only the terms r = (t + n)/2 and r = (t +
n−N)/2 will contribute for −t ≤ nmodN ≤ t, provided
they are integers. For convenience identify the walker
lattice index n with n − N < 0 when n > N/2, so as
to center the starting site n = 0. The simple classical
symmetric random walk on the infinite one-dimensional
lattice then results from the above expression explicitly
as,
p(n, t) =
1
2t+1
[1− (−1)n+t]
(
t
t+n
2
)
. (24)
with −t ≤ n ≤ t. Thus we recover the well-known bi-
nomial distribution of the position of the classical walker
[27], with the feature that the site n and time t have
the same parity intact. Indeed cost(θ) is the characteris-
tic function of the classical random walk and appears as
the fidelity approximation of the quantum walk derived
above. It is now standard to recover the normal or Gaus-
sian approximation from the binomial for t ≫ n, and in
practice t can be as small as 10 [27]:
p(n, t) =
1
2
[1 + (−1)n+t]
√
2
pit
e−n
2/2t. (25)
The comparison of the probability distribution obtained
using the above expression with the numerical calculation
is given in the Fig.(3).
In order to get the above expression for probability
distribution, the unitary matrix in the coin space was
taken as a typical member of the circular unitary ensem-
ble, CUE, which is true for the quantization of chaotic
maps in general and hence the above fact implies that the
results are quite general in nature and for any quantum
chaotic walk.
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Figure 3. The figure illustrates the validity of the probability distribution obtained using the Loschmidt Echo method. (a)
Fidelity decay in Eq. (21) (dotted line) is compared with the exact numerical calculations (solid line) for the random coin,
restricting for clarity and convenience to the first 5 odd values of ∆. (b) Compares the actual probability distribution to the
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Figure 4. The diffusive time tD during which the walker dif-
fuses classically, vs M for N = M + 1. tD is obtained nu-
merically as the time at which the variance deviates from its
diffusive growth as for example in Fig.(2c).
D. Time scales
Thus we see that there is an extended classical diffu-
sive behavior of the walker which goes far beyond the
classical-quantum correspondence time or the Ehrenfest
time of the tEF of the coin alone. This time scale is
well-known to depend on whether the system, in this
case the coin dynamics, is integrable or not, being much
shorter for nonintegrable chaotic ones [28, 29] and scales
as tEF = lnM/λ, where λ is the Lyapunov exponent of
the classical limit of the coin.Thus while quantum effects
set into the coin subsystem rather early, the diffusive na-
ture of the walker which is also “classical” lasts much
longer. However, the walker is strongly coupled to the
coin via the controlled operations, and its classical be-
haviour is a result of this and lasts till a “diffusive” time
scale. This diffusive time scale, tD was earlier studied in
[16], who found it to scale as O(M) and Fig. (4) shows
that for M ≤ N the tD is of O(M/2) and hence is inde-
pendent of the walker dimension and ≫ tEF . From our
treatment of how the normal or binomial distribution
arises, it is clearly governed by the timescales at which
the fidelity saturates from its exponential decay in (21).
It maybe noted that in the case of a non-chaotic (with a
two dimensional quantum coin) discrete quantum walker
whose initial states were coherent states, it was observed
that the Ehrenfest time scales as
√
N where N is the
dimension of the lattice [30].
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Figure 5. Illustrates the saturation of variance for the coin
dominated case (M ≫ N). The linear growth of variance in
the initial phase of the walker paves way to saturation rather
than ballistic growth and the case is illustrated for different
values of N , when M = 100.
But there is an interesting class of walkers, who do
7not achieve a quantum phase of growth. This is when
M ≫ N , that is the lattice is much smaller than the
coin dimensionality. In this case by the time the diffusive
behaviour has ended, the compactness of the walker space
becomes important. Thus this is the case of finite phase
space and the cyclic nature of the graph dominates. In
these cases we observe a classical diffusive growth giving
way to saturation after about t = tD, as shown in Fig. (5).
IV. COIN-WALKER ENTANGLEMENT
In the context of quantum chaotic walks, linear entropy
which is an entanglement monotone was previously stud-
ied in [16], and unless otherwise specified we use the von
Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrices as the
measure of entanglement:
S(t) = S(ρW (t)) = S(ρC(t)) = − tr[ρW (t) ln ρW (t)],
(26)
where ρW (t) and ρC(t) are given explicitly in Eqs. (5) and
(6). Entanglement of two (bipartite) coupled chaotic sys-
tems has been studied for a while, a sample being [31–35]
and it is known that for sufficient chaos and interactions,
the entanglement can reach that of random states, which
is nearly maximal [33, 36, 37]. The quantum walk stud-
ied in this paper presents an intriguing variation, wherein
one subsystem, namely the coin’s is potentially chaotic,
but the walker dynamics is simply a shift or free parti-
cle. One may consider the interaction to be determined
by the probability of the transitions to the left or right.
For example in Eq. (1) if PR = 1M and PL = 0, the
walker always goes to the right and the walker-coin sys-
tem is evidently decoupled. This is also in the case when
PL = 1M and PL = 0, and the case we consider is in this
sense of maximum interaction with both of them being
equally likely.
If the bipartite systems are both fully chaotic, the time
development of the entanglement of uncoupled eigen-
states has been recently studied in detail [38]. For general
initial product states earlier results include a rapid satu-
ration to the random state value [36, 37], including a lin-
ear regime for very weakly interacting cases [31]. Gener-
ically a linear entropy increase is expected even for in-
tegrable systems such as the transverse field Ising model
[39]. In the case of the quantum walk, it is interesting
that the entanglement develops much more slowly, proba-
bly originating in the mixed nature of the dynamics of the
walker and the coin, and the conservation of the walker
momentum.
As a first estimate of the entanglement, we may use
the classical entropy. Indeed, the expression for S(t)
maybe obtained in the “classical regime” when we use
the approximation in Eq. (21) to obtain the walker state
of Eq. (6). It is not hard to see with a similar calcula-
tion as for the diagonal elements of this density matrix
that obtained p(n, t) in Eq. (23) that 〈n|ρW (t)|m〉 = 0 if
n 6= m. That is, under the approximation wherein we de-
rive the classical random walk, the walker density matrix
is purely diagonal. Thus the eigenvalues of the reduced
density matrix are approximately simply the probability
of site occupancies, p(n, t). This in turn implies that the
entanglement entropy is close to the classical Shannon
entropy
S(t) ≈ Scl(t) = −
N−1∑
n=0
p(n, t) log p(n, t). (27)
If we use the binomial distribution in Eq. (24) for p(n, t),
valid for t < N , then using Stirling’s approximation valid
for t, N ≫ 1, we get
Scl(t) ≈ 1
2
log
(
piet
2
)
. (28)
Hence the growth of the entanglement, even with a fully
chaotic walker, is only logarithmic as opposed to lin-
ear and occurs over a long time scale. Significantly,
other physical situations have given rise to logarithmic
entanglement growth, such as in the many-body local-
ized phases of spin chains [40–42], in chaotic quantum
coupled kicked rotors [43], decohering kicked rotors [44]
(in both of these the growth is exactly as in the case of
quantum walks a classical growth ∼ log(√t)) and in 2D
disordered free fermion systems [45].
The simplest case, when the classical entropy is essen-
tially the entanglement is the coin dominated one when
M ≫ N . In all of this discussion we only consider chaotic
or random coins. The entanglement saturates shortly af-
ter the classical phase and the logarithmic growth hap-
pens. The classical entropy goes on to the maximal value
of logN when N is an odd integer so that the bipar-
tite lattice symmetry is broken. The quantum entangle-
ment closely follows the classical curve but saturates at
a slightly lower value. This is due to the formation of
a random state in the product MN dimensional space,
which is as if it were picked from the uniform Haar mea-
sure. Thus the coin-walker system eventually thermalizes
to a combined random state, despite the walker’s simple
nearest neighbor hopping dynamics and the conservation
of lattice momentum: the coin’s chaoticity is sufficiently
dominant.
Fig. (6a) shows the quantum entanglement along with
the classical entropy for a coin dominated. Their close-
ness throughout all phases is remarkable. The growth
phase of ∼ log(√t) gives way to saturation when the
walker folds over the lattice and thermalizes. While the
classical entropy is very close to logN , the quantum en-
tropy approaches the so-called Page value [46]. The ex-
act value of the average entanglement of random N1N2
dimensional pure states on HN1 ⊗ HN2 with N1 ≤ N2
was conjectured by Page in [46] and later proved by oth-
ers, for example see [47]. It is approximately given for
N2 ≥ N1 ≫ 1 by,
SPage ≈ lnN1 − N1
2N2
. (29)
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Figure 6. Entanglement, as measured by the von Neumann entropy, as a function of time for different cases with random coin.
The saturation is compared to the Page value, horizontal lines, which is the statistical average over the Haar measure of pure
states in MN dimensions.(a) coin dominated case: M ≫ N with M = 100 and N = 21, (b) M = 70 and N = 71 and (c)
walker dominated case: M ≪ N with M = 20 and N = 101. The central figure is in log scale to illustrate the closeness of the
actual curve to the one obtained from the classical probability distribution as given by Eq.(28) and the inset is in actual scale
with same axis. In cases (a) and (b)the entropy saturates to the Page value indicating that the final state is close to a random
state.
Fig. (6b) is for the case when the coin and walker spaces
are nearly isomorphic,M ≈ N , and we see that the Page
value is still reached, but also interestingly the quantum
entanglement at late times can be even more than the
classical entropy. The walker dominated case of N ≫M
is shown in Fig. (6c) and here the classical entropy is
much larger as it approaches logN , while the entangle-
ment can be at most logM . The entanglement does not
also reach the corresponding Page values and hence the
states are not typical even after saturation.
To ascertain if random states are reached asymptoti-
cally, we also find the distribution of the spectra of the
reduced density matrices. If the entangled state is a
random one on the product space as above, the distri-
bution of these eigenvalues will follow the Marchenko-
Pastur (MP) law [48, 49] given as
f(λ) =
N1Q
2pi
√
(λ− λmin)(λmax − λ)
λ
;
λmaxmin =
1
N1
(
1 +
1
Q
± 2√
Q
) (30)
where Q = N2/N1. The MP law has been found to
hold from bipartite quantum chaotic systems, for exam-
ple [33, 50], to many-body systems such as in [51, 52].
Figure (7) shows three cases as discussed above and we
see that the MP distribution is an excellent approxima-
tion for the coin dominated case, but not for the walker
dominated one. Indeed, note that the interchange of coin
and walker dimensionalities completely changes the dis-
tribution. It will be interesting to study how these more
general distributions arise, and the role of conservation
laws.
The walker dimension we have used in these calcula-
tions have all been odd integers. This is due to the even-
odd effect, originating from the bipartite lattice symme-
try being obeyed by the walker, both classical and quan-
tum as pointed out earlier. To recall, from Eq.(14), the
probability distribution of the walker is obtained as a
sum of all classical path and hence in the long time limit,
similar to the classical random walk for N odd all the
sites can be occupied whereas for N even only half the
sites can be. Also, for the case of a chaotic/random coin
all the degrees of freedom are accessed and hence the en-
tanglement only depends on the degrees of freedom of
the walker. Hence, for N even and M = N the average
value of the von-Neumann entropy is given by Eq.(29)
with N1 = M/2 and N2 = M , SPage = log(M/2) − .25.
However for the case of N odd (and N =M +1) the en-
tanglement nearly achieves the Page value with N1 =M
and N2 = M + 1, SPage = log(M) − M/(2(M + 1)).
Thus the odd-even effect has dramatic consequences for
the saturation entropy and and is shown in Fig. (8a).
While this may not be that surprising, what is interest-
ing however is that if the coin is the quantization of the
integrable classical dynamics there is no major distinc-
tion between the odd and even lattice sites, as shown in
Fig. (8b). This in turn is due to the fact that not all
the degrees of freedom of the coin are accessible for the
integrable case and random states are not obtained, al-
though there does seem to be an equilibrium value of the
entropy with large fluctuations.
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Figure 8. Entanglement, as measured by the von Neumann entropy, as function of time. The saturation value of the entan-
glement indicates the difference between odd and even values of N for M = 60. (a) Random coin, the saturation value of
entanglement is different for N odd and even. (b) Harper coin with g = 0.001, which is well below the chaotic critical point of
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for the chaotic/random coin however, for the integrable case there is not much of a distinction.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
This work has studied coined quantum walks on a sim-
ple one-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary con-
ditions. The coin was taken as a quantum chaotic sys-
tem, but with a parameter than can also allow for inte-
grable and intermediate dynamics. We have pointed out
that a Loschmidt echo like fidelity construct is central to
this study. By deriving this approximately using random
matrix theory, we have shown how the classical random
walk’s well-known binomial distribution and the normal
distribution arise when the coin is chaotic. Interestingly
the fidelity is precisely the classical walker’s character-
istic function. While quantum walks have been studied
now for nearly 20 years, to our knowledge this is not ex-
plicit, although the normal diffusion has been derived.
It may also be interesting to look at the Loschmidt echo
aspect for better approximations that go beyond the clas-
sical one, as the literature on the echo is extensive. We
have thus made connections with this well-studied area of
quantum chaos and quantum walks. We emphasize that
that we take finite walker spaces and allow for the coin
dimensionality to vary, and the classical limit is its limit
to∞, when indeed the classical coin achieves randomness
via deterministic chaos.
We have also pointed out a path-integral formalism
of the quantum walk that can be used to define walks
on arbitrary graphs and that helps in seeing the role of
the bipartite lattice symmetry, with odd and even di-
mensional lattices behaving very differently if the coin is
sufficiently chaotic. Entanglement between the coin and
walker was also studied and showed some intriguing fea-
tures. Starting from an logarithmic growth as dictated
by the diffusive classical limit, it saturates to a steady
state value. This steady state value as well as the nature
of the states accessed in this regime depends crucially on
the relative sizes of the coin and walker spaces. It was
shown that for coin dominated cases, the chaos is suffi-
cient to drive the whole system to a typical random state,
such that the reduced density matrix eigenvalues have the
universal Marchenko-Pastur distribution and the entan-
glement reaches the Page value. However in the walker
10
dominated case, this is not true, and even for large coin
dimensions (M ≫ 2), the Page value is not reached. In
this regime the conservation of lattice momentum due to
translation symmetry seems to play a crucial role and it
will be both interesting to see if one could derive these
as well as to see how generic these distributions are. It
is well-known that many-body systems constrained with
symmetries such as particle number, magnetization, or
even just energy, can show deviations from such univer-
sality.
Recently a possible connection is established between
the Loschmidt echo and out of time order correlators [53].
In Eq. (21) we saw the natural emergence of the Losh-
midt echo for the quantum walk and expect an expo-
nential growth of OTOCs in the coin-dominated chaotic
cases, in contrast to the quadratic growth observed for
the Hadamard walk [54]. One of the open question is
about the exact time at which the walker deviates from
classical diffusive growth, studies of participation ratio
and variance suggests that the time is of the order of the
coin dimension, however the transition is difficult to pin
down, and it might useful to look into newer measures of
non-classicality. Another interesting question issue is to
study the influence of decoherence, as well as the break-
ing of translational symmetry. We have largely ignored
the integrable and near-integrable coin cases, which could
lead to very different types of quantum transport.
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